When running complex and large-scale multi agent simulations, the result preparation and presentation is of high importance to make efficient use of the generated data. In addition to conventional visual analytics dashboards, many use-cases could also benefit from 3D visualization approaches -especially when dealing with spatial-related simulation scenarios. This paper presents a result output and visualization concept for the MARS (Multi-Agent Research and Simulation) simulation platform. The entire process from output selection and generation up to aggregation and 3D presentation is outlined. In order to facilitate a uniform user experience, the visualization is integrated into the existing MARS web suite and runs directly in the web browser. Because of MARS' suitability for large-scale scenarios with high agent counts and terrains with vast extents, many big data challenges have to be faced in this context. As a proof-of-concept, details from the implementation are showcased at the end of this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Though not often mentioned in the simulation context, a three-dimensional visualization of the simulation results could offer a number of advantages. This is particularly true for multi-agent simulations: Contrary to analytical simulation, these feature a bottom-up approach by explicitly representing the individual components that make up a model. Every self-acting simulation entity is represented as an agent, an autonomous piece of software in pursuit of its own agenda. These agents depict the residents of this simulation model (e.g. humans, animals, trees ...), while their environment comprises the information and actions available to them. This two-part design is perfectly suited for visualization, because it is possible to directly reflect the simulation entities by choosing appropriate 3D models.
As a common saying goes "an image says more than a thousand words", such a geospatial presentation provides a straightforward way to comprehend a model's interdependencies by just looking at the agents and their behavior. An implementation could result in a form similar to those of computer games: The simulation model is displayed as a virtual world, freely explorable by the user through moving the camera SpringSim-ADS 2017, April 23-26, Virginia Beach, VA, USA ©2017 Society for Modeling & Simulation International (SCS) perspective. This approach facilitates a comfortable way of checking a model for plausibility -useful in both the development stage (as a "visual debugger" to aid the agent developer) and in the evaluation. Here it could prove useful especially to help external stakeholders like decision makers and sales managers to understand the model and thus promoting its acceptance beyond simulation expert circles. A high-quality visualization also seems to have an impressive and mesmerizing effect, resulting in a valuable presentation tool (Banks and Chwif 2011) .
However, it is also necessary to exercise caution at this point, because users may be misled by a visualization enriched with additional data -especially those not familiar with the simulation domain. In order to create a useful visualization, it is therefore important to attend that the visualization should facilitate insight into the data and provide a knowledge gain to the viewer. This is achieved by accurately reflecting the simulation model and its input data, marking all supplementary data sources appropriately (Vernon-Bido et al. 2015 ).
The MARS Simulation Platform
The output and visualization concept presented here is specifically geared to fit into the MARS system. MARS is an innovative simulation-as-a-service platform for agent-based simulation, aiming to cover the entire process from model creation and execution right up to result evaluation. Originally designed for movement ecology simulations (e.g. evacuation scenarios), MARS evolved into a general-purpose simulation platform with unprecedented scalability, thereby allowing for large-scale simulations with millions of simulation entities (Hüning et al. 2016 ).
Fundamental to the modeling with MARS is the layer approach: Similar to the overlays known from map services like GoogleMaps, each layer expresses a distinct aspect of the world, containing agents or environmental data. This is a core concept for the design of a MARS simulation model and as such also serves as the bedrock for the visualization. Figure 1 illustrates this separation, exemplarily shown on a simulation model currently used for the interdisciplinary savannah research project ARS AfricaE. More information on MARS and its applications can be found at www.mars-group.org. 
Challenges and Goals
Given the desired applications and the MARS deployment context, several requirements arise that have to be met by both the output and the visualization subsystem. Regarding the simulation output, MARS' current approach is to completely output the entire world state for every a simulation step (tick), resulting in a large storage overhead. Referring to the previously mentioned ARS AfricaE savannah model, a full output of its 5.5 million agents would produce more than 900 MB per tick, exceeding both storage space and computing power needed to process these data for long simulations. As a consequence, an efficient (by means of disk size and I/O performance) result output solution is urgently needed.
On part of the visualization, the big-data issue also needs to be faced. Since it is accessed as a web service and displayed in the client's browser, all data to be shown must be transmitted via internet. To achieve data packets small enough for this purpose, efficient query and streaming techniques need to be incorporated, as well as a powerful transmission protocol. In addition, the visualization is expected to run smoothly on commodity hardware, thus requiring client-side caching and rendering optimizations.
The visualization itself shall use state-of-the-art technologies to provide an appealing and convenient user interface. Because it is intended as a validation tool, all essential aspects of the agents and the environment have to be presentable, while allowing the user to pick those relevant to him or her. It is important to display these data with a high level of accuracy and realism, clearly distinguishing between those that are part of the simulation and those auxiliary added (e.g. terrain landmarks to ease orientation).
RELATED WORK
As stated in the introduction, the three-dimensional output of geospatial simulation results leads a shadowy existence. Many of the simulation platforms available offer a simple, grid-based 2D output, as for example used in QnD (Kiker et al. 2006) or NetLogo (Kornhauser et al. 2007) , though the latter also facilitates basic 3D capabilities. Other platforms, as GAMA (Amouroux et al. 2009 ) or the proprietary system AnyLogic (Karpov 2004 ) feature advances 3D graphics and provide GIS-related options like map overlays. Still, the majority of platforms focus on the simulation process itself, leaving it up to the user to evaluate the results. To the authors knowledge there is no solution at the present time that comprises the entire modeling and simulation lifecycle in such scope as envisioned by MARS.
Although a couple of platforms exist that provide similar functionality, these are built for a specific domain: Arising from decades of military research in the field of Distributive Interactive Simulation conducted by the US Department of Defense, a set of IEEE specifications and architectures like HLA emerged (Dahmann et al. 1998 ) and the systems compliant to these standards are primarily designed for combat simulation. A range of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software platforms were developed for this purpose, e.g. Virtual Battlespace and VT MÄK. These simulation suites often provide a broad toolset with open APIs for custom extensions and interoperability with external applications. They also offer many impressive features, e.g. a high grade of immersion by using VR devices, integrated evaluation tools and powerful engines. However, expensive license fees apply for these systems and they may hardly be used outside their intended domain.
With multi-agent simulations getting more popular in a broader field of application, an increase in modeling and simulation frameworks for civil usage could be noted. Much effort is put into accessing complex domains by employing multi-agent simulation and reasonable visualization -be it in physics simulation, the prediction of disease spread or the optimization of transportation processes, e.g. covered by AMATRAK (Haasis et al. 2009 ). In any case, these systems are all built for a specific use-case, offer limited scalability and are predominantly proprietary software. Thus, sales and licensing policies apply here as well, often rendering these tools unaffordable for small or academic research groups. It is the intention of the MARS group to provide a freely available and domain-independent system that fills this gap.
This section introduces the concept that was devised to equip the MARS platform with output and visualization capabilities. It aims to provide a simple and convenient solution, while meeting the requirements and challenges discussed in section 1.2. Before diving deeper into the concept's details, a brief overview of the output and visualization pipeline is given. It consists of a five-tiered approach which is depicted in Figure 2 and then explained subsequently. The complete usage of the MARS system is designed to take place by means of a web suite that exposes various dialogues for simulation setup and evaluation to the user. As the first step of this process, a result configuration dialogue (1) is added to the simulation setup chain. In this stage the user specifies the output the simulation shall produce by selecting only the attributes relevant for his or her leading question. Together with the other configuration parameters, this set of attributes is sent to the simulation engine on start of a simulation run. It is then forwarded to the output component (2), which is responsible to procure the requested values and to store them efficiently in the database cluster (3).
All processing steps following hereafter belong to the result evaluation. MARS provides several applications to analyze the stored data, although this paper only considers the parts regarding the 3D visualization. It primarily consists of two components, with the first of them being a back-end service (4) that is connected to the database and acts as a server by preprocessing the data and provisioning them over the network to the second component, the actual visualization client (5). This client comprises a browser-based 3D engine that renders the simulation entities along with the terrain and environmental facets and thereby provides the user with a possibility to look into and freely explore this "virtual world".
Result Output Configuration
After that general overview, it is now dealt with the individual components in further detail, beginning with the result output configuration. As broached above, this step is part of the simulation setup process done in the web suite and plays a significant role in resolving the storage and performance issues mentioned before.
When the user opens the configuration dialogue, he/she is presented with a table showing all agent types of the selected simulation model and their output-eligible properties. By convention, these are all publicly readable, primitive attributes (i.e. plain values, no complex structures). Whether an attribute is a read-only initialization value (e.g. a tree's GPS position loaded from a spreadsheet or the sex of an animal randomly chosen) or an ordinary state variable internally used in the agent's behavior logic (e.g. age, hunger, fatigue) depends on the actual implementation.
Based on these characteristics, the dialogue now offers two major aspects in order to reduce the data volume. First of all, the user has to explicitly enable the output for an agent type and further refine it by specifying the output frequency and which data to output, like the spatial properties (if available) and the agent attributes just mentioned. With this selection, it is possible to confine the output effort, storage space and network traffic on those data relevant for the evaluation. In addition, the configuration distinguishes between static (also called "fixed") and varying output properties. Static properties are those of immutable nature -as above-mentioned, once set during initialization, they will never change. As a consequence, these data only need to be written once, whereas the varying state attributes are subject to change and therefore have to be written repeatedly. Right now, it is up to the user to define whether an attribute is static or not by marking it accordingly in the configuration dialogue, though this could be automated (see section 6). Until then, it is noteworthy to emphasize that the proper output configuration is of high importance for both efficiency and correctness. If the user fails to mark a fixed property accordingly (e.g. the position of a tree), it results in this property being written unnecessarily often. On the other hand, if a varying property is marked as static, it is only written once and ignored for the rest of the simulation. This case is especially dangerous, because it results in missing data and one may implicitly assume that the data are correct and just no change occured.
Simulation Output System
After the user created an output configuration, he/she continues with additional simulation preferences eventually completing the setup and starting the execution. The aim of this section is to explain the collection and aggregation of the requested data, situated within the simulation engine. As stated beforehand, there are two goals that have to be taken into account here in order to minimize redundancy: First, to output only the required information and second, to focus on the changes -if nothing was altered, the previous state is still valid and there's no need to repeat it. Here the overall idea on how to achieve this is presented. For technical details regarding the implementation, refer to section 4.1.
In principle there are two methods of outputting a simulation entity's data: You could either build a component that is part of the simulation system and iterates over all entities, or you could shift the responsibility to the entity itself. Regarding the first alternative, the solution has to be of a generic character, because the simulation system has no knowledge about the user-designed agents and their properties. In the latter case, the user has to bother with the output function by either implementing some result interface or by accessing the database directly. Even worse, the configuration options presented beforehand also have to be taken care of manually.
Because MARS aims to provide a domain-independent and convenient solution, only the first alternative is considerable. It raises a problem, though: How is it feasible to access a concrete agent attribute (let's say, the biomass value of a tree) from the generic runtime? Furthermore, some logic exploiting the fact that an attribute is either fixed or dynamic is needed, as well as a comparer to detect changes in an attribute's value. As a consequence, there is no other way but to build specific output modules for each agent type that are tied to a concrete instance.
Code Generation On-The-Fly
The solution to obtain these type-specific output modules (in the following called "logger") is to create them on-demand at runtime. This process takes place in the simulation's initialization phase, which is used to set up all subcomponents according to the selected run configuration. As part of it, the chosen output config is passed along to the ResultAdapter -this being the part responsible for all output concerns. The output configuration contains a listing of all agent types and the attributes to attend to, along with their properties and datatypes. With these information, the ResultAdapter is able to define the loggers for all the agent types listed by filling a default logger template with the particular details. This template provides a source code frame for a class that includes method stubs and complies to a common logger interface used by the generic part of the output component. In this interface three output returning functions are demanded, each of them addressing a different sort of the attached entity's output data. Details on these functions follow shortly afterwards.
After the logger definition is done for all types, the sources are compiled by using a compiler as a service technology that generates a binary containing the logger code, which then is re-injected into the context of the ResultAdapter. Using reflection, it is now aware of the concrete loggers, retrieves them from the assembly and creates a mapping agent type to logger type. With that done, the initialization of the output system has been finished.
Registration Procedure
Equipped with the logger modules, the ResultAdapter is now ready to be populated with simulation entities to output. This step is performed by another system component that takes care of automatically adding any newly created agent. During this registration, the ResultAdapter determines the agent's type, fetches the corresponding logger type from the mapping, instantiates a version of it and adds it to a list that keeps track of all maintained loggers. At this point it should be noted that several lists may be used, depending on the output frequency which in turn is a multiple of the agent's execution frequency. This splitting is done in order to save unnecessary workload, because the length of a simulation time step is determined by the agent with smallest temporal resolution found in the model. If for example one agent type is modeled with a minute-based granularity (e.g. an animal) and another one works on a more coarse, daily execution (e.g. a tree), a simulation step represents one minute. The trees, however, only need to be triggered for execution and output every 1440th step.
In addition, the registration also calls the first logger function, which is responsible to retrieve the agent's metadata. These data contain the agent's non-changing information, comprising all of the static properties, perhaps a fixed position (in case of stationary agents, e.g. a tree) and some technical parameters like the unique agent identifier and the layer assignment. To store these immutable information, a separate structure in the database is used. It is referred to as the metadata table and every agent that ever existed in the simulation is listed here.
Output Routine
The output function itself is relatively straightforward. It is triggered by the simulation runtime environment once right after the initialization and then in the post-processing phase of every simulation tick. Via a modulo operation based on the current tick counter, the logger groups to run are determined and then iterated over. This iteration should be run highly parallelized, calling all loggers to generate their output by using the remaining two logger functions, whose purpose is explained in section 3.2.4. The resulting set, composed of one packet per entity and output tick, is then bulk-loaded into the storage solution.
Storage Formats
In addition to the differentiation between static and varying properties, it can also be expected that not all the varying properties change in every tick. With this in mind, this concept incorporates key-and delta frames, a practice widely used in the field of video formats (Le Gall 1991). A key frame (I-frame in the video domain) is defined as a full-state expression of an entity, whereas a delta frame (P-frame) is a sparse structure that only contains the changes in respect to the previous frame. This approach comes in handy to further reduce the amount of result data by focusing on the state changes between the simulation ticks.
It is the task of the two logger functions to generate an agent's key-and delta frame respectively, with the key frame generation being very simple -all it has to do, is to output every variable. The delta frame generation, on the contrary, is a little more complex: To find out what had changed, it needs some sort of comparer that tracks all variables. Every time a variable changes, the new value has to be recorded in the delta frame and adopted for the next comparison. In order to detect these changes, the comparer is forced to check on every variable in each call. Though this may seem expensive, it is still far more efficient than writing always everything. In addition, the changes are expressed as absolute values, thereby skipping the needs for offset calculation at output and value summation at retrieval. In order to facilitate a quick search on the result space, it is necessary to output the key frames in a regular interval (every n-th tick). Given a key frame interval of K, the frame F for a tick T is obtained by using the following formula:
with KF and DF being an entry in the key / delta frame table. As an example, the frame for tick T =2262 with an interval K=10 is retrieved by getting KF(226) and accumulating the deltas for 2261 and 2262.
The key frame to delta frame ratio is an additional configuration parameter with significant impact on both the storage size of the result data and the processing time required to retrieve them. It is obvious that these are conflicting goals -a high delta proportion could reduce the data redundancy, while the extensive aggregation implies a higher computational cost. This may be well-suited for simulations with few state changes per time step or only a small amount of entities affected, whereas models containing a lot of interactions only have a rather small potential for savings and frequent key frames are better in terms of data access.
Visualization Backend Service
The visualization backend service forms the link between the visualization clients (the users) and the database containing the simulation results. Its responsibility is to acquire and prepare the requested data and to provision it to the clients over the network. In order to do so, this service is connected to the database cluster by means of a query adapter and listens on the simulation event queue to be notified of the availability of new data. It is deployed as part of the MARS infrastructure and outlined in Figure 4 . When the user switches to the 3D visualization in the web suite, it automatically establishes a connection to the backend service. Based on the requirements listed in section 1.2, the standardized WebSocket protocol (RFC 6455) is used for data transmission, nowadays supported by all current browsers. For that reason, the backend provides a WebSocket server coupled to a client manager keeping track of all attached clients and their settings; e.g. the selected simulation, chosen layers, the current camera position (used for spatial queries) and additional options like automatic playback. On connection setup and whenever a change to the simulation set occurs (a new simulation was started or an old dataset deleted), the client manager transmits a complete list of all available simulations. If, however, a new frame of a running simulation is available for visualization (propagated through the message queue), the backend notifies all registered clients and -in case a client is attached to this simulation and has autoplay enabled -directly forwards the new data packet.
All frame requests received from a client are delegated and processed by the middleware. First, it determines an area of interest based on the client's current camera position and its field of view. The resulting geospatial query is then run via the database adapter on the spatially-indexed output data set, transformed and compressed into the return structure and finally sent to the client. This process has to occur every time a client selects a new frame to render or moves the camera by a specific distance threshold away from the center of the loaded environment section. Beside the agent information also layer data can be transferred, e.g. a terrain heightmap or other environmental data, like temperature and precipitation. Except for the terrain (which at the moment is considered to be unalterable), these data are not displayed, though.
3D WebGL Visualization
After dealing with the result generation and aggregation phases, this final section describes the actual visualization. It is a 3D rendering engine embedded in the web suite that displays the simulation output in a continuous, three-dimensional space by showing all the agents and environmental features like terrain and obstacles. This way of presenting data resembles that of a computer game, leaving margins for additional expansion features, like serious games (Michael and Chen 2005) . Obviously, these approaches are only applicable for spatially-related simulations.
In the visualization, the user is capable of freely exploring the scenario by moving the camera at their own convenience or by following the scenery from an agent's point of view. Either way, he or she can observe the agent's movement and inspect their properties by clicking on them. The objects presented are grouped by the simulation layers and thereby can be toggled on and off, displaying only the relevant agent types and environmental information. In case of the agents, 3D polygon models are used (with animation and interpolation support envisaged), while the environment is displayed by rendering a terrain (optionally enriched by additional features) and colored overlays (e.g. a temperature map). In this regard, it is important to highlight which data originates from the simulation and what is only decorative . Because a large number of entities is expected, the visualization has to incorporate several load-reducing techniques. An optimized View Frustum Culling (Assarsson and Möller 2000) shall be used to delimit the required data on those actually visible and the agent properties are only fetched on-demand. In addition, to account terrains with vast extents and/or high resolutions, a continuous level-of-detail algorithm like CDLOD (Strugar 2009 ) needs to be implemented, as well as a streaming functionality to transfer these data.
The ultimate solution featuring all these improvements shall be footed on the popular game engine Unity3D, hence offering a convenient and contemporary exploration tool. Its development progress as well as the prototypical implementation are presented in the following section.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
This section presents the author's solution that implements the visualization pipeline introduced in the previous chapter. Because of MARS aiming to provide a high-performance simulation platform with unprecedented extensibility and scalability, it is designed as a microservice architecture. In this approach the application is split into a large number of independent services, where each service can be developed and deployed independently, as detailedly explained by (Fowler and Lewis 2016) .
Simulation Output System
Due to the microservice approach, the application performing the output configuration is spliced into three parts. The actual user interface is implemented as an Angular 1.5.3 app integrated into the MARS web suite and bound to the ResultConfigurationService -a REST-compliant backend that takes care of the persistency of the user's input. Furthermore, it supplies information about the selected model, like the agent types, their properties and the layers they reside on. Responsible to obtain these essential data is an additional service: The ReflectionService is linked to the model import and automatically triggered on upload. It runs a code analysis on the model's C# binaries in search for simulation-related types and generates a meta description. These information may then be queried by other MARS services, in this case by the ResultConfigurationService. The implementation of these two components is by now already done and they are part of MARS' automated cloud deployment.
On simulation start, the complete configuration is sent to the simulation engine and the result config is forwarded to the ResultAdapter. It uses Microsoft's .NET compiler platform Roslyn to facilitate the dynamic logger generation and loads the compiled DLL into the runtime. Prior to the compilation, C# class templates are filled with type-specific key-and delta output functions, generated by composing code snippets according to the supplied output configs. The registration function is also implemented, automatically invoked for every new agent. Still prototypical is the output routine, which is currently bound to a single database instance to store the resulting key-and delta streams, as well as the announcement of new packages to the simulation event queue. These parts need to be elaborated and integrated (see section 6).
Visualization
The visualization backend is also realized as a microservice, developed on the .NET Core platform and automatically deployed in the MARS cloud. On startup, it connects to the data storage and binds to the event queue. Regarding the client-directed connection, a WebSocket server based on the ASP.NET Core 5 framework is provided by employing Kestrel, an embedded web server by Microsoft, superseding IIS in both compatibility and performance. In addition, it offers a basic version of the visualization client via HTTP (detailed below). The client control is almost finished, currently capable of receiving simulation and frame selections and managing settings across multiple user sessions. Frame responses, the automatic broadcast of simulation advances and forward propagation are operational, leaving the middleware as the main field of work. Right now it offers only basic pass-through functionality, still lacking vital optimizations.
The visualization itself is currently available as a pure JavaScript/WebGL solution that predominantly exists to simplify the backend testing and debugging. It offers the key features of the presented functionality, such as simulation selection, frame-based stepping through the results, arbitrary camera movement and the display of agent attributes. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the visualization of the ARS AfricaE model. Though this visualization engine is extremely lightweight (less than 150KB), runs in all current browsers and uses a performance-optimized rendering loop, it is to be replaced in the near future in favor of a contemporary solution: Based on the popular game engine Unity3D, a modern and visualization suite with state-of-the-art graphics and a user-friendly interface (to be tested in our user-experience lab) shall be provided. The basic functionality, i.e. the connection to the backend and stepping through the simulation frames, is already implemented in a bootstrapped Unity project and shall supersede the native approach in the main usage. Nevertheless, it still could be useful to maintain the old version for compatibility reasons and to use it as a substitute for clients with unsupported browsers or outdated hardware. The development of new features, however, clearly focusses upon the Unity visualization. Some of these improvements to be made are presented in the outlook on the next page. This paper presented a concept on how to build an output and three-dimensional visualization system especially suited for MSaaS platforms. With a focus on the MARS simulation framework, first the advantages offered by a 3D visualization and the requirements to pay attention to were discussed. The main body successively explained the different stages of this concept and showed how they resolve the challenges mentioned in the introduction, as well as their incorporation into the MARS pipeline. Afterwards, the author's implementation of this concept and its development progress were described.
As it turns out, it is not yet possible to perform a complete run -encompassing the entire process chain from setup to visualization using live data from a full-fledged simulation model -because a few essential components still lack integration. Consequently, no evaluation of the envisaged storage and performance benefits could be done. Ongoing work aims to come up with a running solution (as written in section 6), so that the author is able to thoroughly test the system and to supply underpinning measurements in a follow-up.
FUTURE WORK
As just stated, the primary goal is to get the complete output and visualization pipeline up and running by integrating the missing components. At the same time, research work is ongoing to elaborate an optimal storage solution that satisfies MARS' big data and performance needs. As soon as the storage part is settled, it is necessary to get the Unity visualization feature-ready, ideally already fully accessible in the web suite. Once achieved, the work focus may shift towards optimization, e.g. to those mentioned in section 3.4. Other refinements would address the backend query and network efficiency -caching algorithms on both sides would cause a major improvement in terms of database access and delivery time. It could be worthwhile to differentiate between rendering-relevant data and additional information (as to display e.g. on mouseover), which may be retrieved on-demand. On top of this it would also be advisable to prefetch and send a buffer zone around the client's field of view to deliver a smooth user experience when moving the camera. Addressing user convenience, also the first stage (output configuration) can be improved by automatically determining the correct attribute settings. Though this process requires a costly in-depth analysis of the entire model, it would ease the setup and eliminates the risk of potential misconfigurations. These improvements will eventually lead to a stable and efficient visualization solution, which then may be further extended. This could happen in two facets; convenience and extended field of application: The first way would try to further improve usability by adding comfort features like agent animation, movement interpolation and a graphical refinement to offer a compelling user experience, whereas the second approach would add new functionality. Regarding this, it is intended to elevate MARS to an interactive simulation system, thus requiring a feedback loop to supply user actions back into the running simulation. In that case, a 3D visualization would be the tool of choice to facilitate this user interface (Johnson et al. 1999) .
